
Edgo-DisjointPaths

Given directed graph
6:CV, E) & two vertices
Sat.

Wanta max site setof

Cs,t)-paths thatdon'tshare

any edges.



Alg:
Give each edge a capacity
of t

Compute a max (s,t) - flow.

I:
any setof hedge disjoint

paths
Claim: There exists a flow

I sit. If=K.

f(0) =1 if is in some

path of 70
f(0) =0 0.W.



18: max flow

capacities are integers, so
we can assump 88 is integral
Claim:There is a setof
1991 edge-disjointpaths.

There is a path-cyclo
decomposition of f

Each path has weight
value 1.

So there are 188 of
them.



6 theyare edge-disjoint.
ow, we'd have flow y

on an edge
So if Iis max

*
paths

1541= 18wo can grad
18 paths from it, so

18(88)
=>I

*
=184

Time:Orlin:0(VE) +0(k*E)
If 6 is simple, 18% IV-1



So justuse Ford-Fulkerso

in 0(E1541) =0(VE)
11

0(kPE)



Bidartite Matching

Given an undirected

dipartite graph
6 =

(LVR,E)
(so no L-2 or R-R

odgos)

Awing MIEhas

no two edges of M

sharing an endpoint.
(i.e. a subgraph where all



vertices have dogroo()

Maybe L is mod students

R is internships.

Goal:Find a matching
of max size.

Alg: Create 6' from 66y:
1) orient edges from L to R

2) add vertices sof
3)dodge stv for all th
4) add edge uf+ for all WER



5)Assign capacity 1 to

all edges.

-

M

Claim: For anymatching
Min G, there is a feasible

-M in 6'st. (s,t) - flow

15)
=(M1

For each edge uv =M,
Setf(s) =f(ugr) =f(r+t):=)



Any edges we missed gotflow 0.

fB:max flow - assumed integral

18:maxmatching
we know 1f*=/MP1

Claim: There is a matching
M' sit. (M11 =1891.

Take all arto sit.

-94-1) =1.
Time with FF:0(189E):

O(VE)



Could change***Atimes
we use the edges or vertices
bychanging capacities.

AssignmentProblems



ProjectSelection

Given a directed acyclic
graph 6:CV, E).
V: the projects

edgo au whenever w

depends upon v

profits IS VYRR

⑪(v) profitif we complete

negative profit =cost.



Goal:Seloct XV
thatincludes dependencies
for all xeX.

Wantto max,Ex(X).



Think of finding a cut

IS, T) of Selected a
Turned down

projects.

Turn 6 into a flow
notwork 6!
1) Add source sa targett.
2) For each v sit. $(r)>0,
add SV.

For each a sit, $(u) -O,
add u ft.



3) c(str): =$(r) V $(r)- 0

((n++): =+$(n) F($(n) -0

((w5v): =0 wire6

Let (S,T) to any finite

capacity (s,5)-cut, we

won'thave a GS, reT if
n5V =6, so

X:S-s is afeasible
solution to our

problem.



P: =E max30,$(v)3 =G ((r)
$(r) >0

For any XGU, lot
cost(x): =2 -1(n) =[c(ait)

u+X a +X

$(u) -0

yiold(X):=G$(r) =[.1s=)
v =X veX

⑪(v) >0



profit(X) = =

[x(r)
=

yield(X)
-cost(X)

By dof., P=yeild (V)
=

yield (S) +yield (T)

Assuming IS,TII is finite

IIS,T1) =cost (s) + yield (i)

profit (s)
=

yiold(s) - cost (s)
=P-yield (t)-cost (S)
=P-IIS,T11



So compute min cut to
maximize profit.

Time:fin in 0 (VE)


